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Abstract 
 
War is a hunter of millions of lives, destruction of resoueces, but war sometimes could be the alternative choice 
of people, leaders, and policy makers.Wars are mostly responsible for intelligence failure and bad crisis 
management. Scholars have exposed various propositions as causes of war and debated if war is rational or if it 
is either miscalculation and misperception, which led to the initiation of war. Leaders, in many cases, have 
initiated wars either for their own interest (e.g. winning in election) or sate’s national sovereignty. In some cases, 
wars are considered as a public choice whether people are solely aware of the benefits of war or they are 
misunderstood by the leaders. Our research have found that misunderstanding, intelligence failure and 
inadequate foreign policy management, as well as standing of a country, are mainly responsible for engaging in 
war. Findings show that public opinion is volatile, and could be changed over time. That is why war often cannot 
be considered as a social choice. Therefore, our research proposes a further research on the concept of war as 
social choice.     
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Introduction 
 
War is a hunter of millions of lives, destruction of resources, but war sometimes could be the alternative choice 
of people, leaders, and policy makers. General W. T. Sherman famously said “war is Hell, but war is worse than 
Hell. War is real, and it destroys people’s lives” (Biddle, 2014). War is the consequence of certain ideas and 
aims, which is sufficiently accepted or refused by people of a given society and gives rise to certain norms and 
policies that led to war or help to abstain from war. To understand these causes, it is necessary to have the 
possibility of war or peace. Scholars have exposed various propositions as causes of war and debated if war is 
rational or if it is either miscalculation which led to the initiation of war. Many leaders have tried to get the 
public opinion of initiating war against a nation for either their own interest, to ensure their power or state’s 
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sovereignty. Furthermore, in some cases, war can be considered as a social choice, which is the aggregated 
decision of the population to engage in war or not. First, it is not a small task to be sure of what the majority 
public opinion about war is. Second, it is not always the case that political leaders openly inform their population 
about war declarations as it was the case before 1945. Third, some cases of public opinion majority disagreement 
on engaging in war were ignored by political leaders, as in the Syrian War. For those reasons, the limits of war 
as a social choice will be detailed in another section. In this paper, we focus on the fundamental causes of war 
based on the notion and experiments of war experts and foreign policy makers and analyse the limitations of 
considering war as an aggregate choice of a nation. Our argument is that misunderstanding, intelligence failure 
and inadequate foreign policy management, as well as standing of a country, are mainly responsible for engaging 
in war. In addition, public opinion is volatile, and could be changed over time. Therefore, it is necessary to do 
further research on the concept of war as social choice.    
 
Research Hypothesis and Methodology 
 
Our hypothesis is twofold: first, causes of war can include certain notions and aims and second that opinion 
aggregation issues, possibility of policy makers to circumvent public’s opinion as well as policy makers 
possibility to dissimulate their engagement in war because of international laws are limitations to consider war 
as a social choice. In order to show that the research hypothesis are reasonables, we will be looking at two main 
questions. First, what caused the great wars in the past and in the modern times. Second, if those causes of wars 
are rational, could war be considered as the lump choice of a nation. The research is primarily qualitative and 
descriptive in nature. We will try to give an overview of the causes of wars and analyze if war can be considered 
social choice in modern conflicts. Historical causes that led states to initiate wars in the past; what caused the 
present-day wars and the people’s opinion about wars as social choice will be provided.  

 
Causes of War 
 
This section will include past historic motives that led nations to initiate wars using the idea from scholarly 
literature and what caused the great wars of modern times using the analysts’ study and our own experiments.  

 
Four generic motives have historically led the countries to begin war: fear, interest, standing and revenge 
(Richard Ned, 2010). Whereas the majority of wars across three and a half centuries was caused by security or 
material interests, the majority was caused for standing and revenge reasons. According to the war experts, most 
of these wars were responsible for intelligence failure and bad crisis management.     

 
In his book Why Nations Fight: Past and Future Past and Future Motives for War Richard Ned (2010) exposes 
six propositions as causes of war according to his dataset. His six propositions is first that aggressive states are 
either rising hegemonies looking for recognition or already dominant powers attempting to consolidate their 
hegemony. Second, hegemonic and emerging powers are highly unlikely to engage in war against one another. 
Third, the most likely target of hegemonic and emerging powers would be weaker third parties. Fourth, 
‘hegemonic wars’ are generally the result of unintended escalation or miscalculation. Fifth, unintended conflict 
escalation and miscalculation are much more often causes of war than ‘incomplete information’ available. Sixth, 
declining and weak states are unlikely to declare war against great powers. after reviewing Marxists, realists and 
other approaches to the causes of war. He considered those six propositions as an answer to only partially 
satisfying Marxists, realists and international relations scholars' explanations of war. Indeed, many scholars have 
already put forward the important role of ‘status’ and ‘reputation’ as reasons for war. Dafoe, Renshon and Huth 
(2014) in their article ‘Reputation and Status as Motives for War’ regard reputation as ‘common beliefs about a 
given state recurrent characteristics or behaviors, such as respecting treaties or not respecting them’ whereas they 
regard status as ‘an attribute of an individual or social role that refers to position vis-a-vis a comparison group 
such as expectations to have about behaviors. In other words, reputation concerns expectations one state or a 
group of states can have about another state's behavior whereas status concerns its standing in the ‘international 
power hierarchy’. Dafoe, Renshon and Huth (2014) argue that the quest for status is a good enough reason for 
the state to declare war. Some examples in which status could be consider a good enough reason to engage in 
war is when a "declining hegemon is unwilling or unable to revise the status hierarchy to accommodate the 
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challenger; when there is confusion in the international status hierarchy by creating a situation prone to status 
conflict or when one state is willing to engage in war in order to maintain its hegemony over the international 
order.  
 
In his work The causes of war and those of peace Biddle (2014) asserts five reasons of war are statism, 
collectivism, altruism, mysticism and evasion. Statism is considered as the primary political cause of war. It is 
known as a social system based on the notion that the state has a right to force individuals to act against their 
judgment for the sake of some “greater good,” whether the community (communism), the race (Nazism), the 
nation (fascism), or “God” (theocracy) (Biddle, 2014). Collectivism is one of the main ideological causes of war. 
It is the idea that an individual's life is included into some collective group that may force him or her to act 
according to the instruction of that collective group. Serving others, for example the American’s involvement in 
the Vietnam war, in self-sacrificially is regarded as altruism - the primary moral cause of war. Mysticism is 
treated as the most fundamental philosophical cause of war: acceptance of the notion that knowledge can be 
acquired by non-sensory, non-rational means, such as faith, revelation, intuition, or any other form of ‘just 
knowing’ (Biddle, 2014). The most fundamental psychological cause of war is evasion. It is defined as the 
refusal to face relevant facts, the act of pretending that reality is other than it is.  

 
Matthew and Massimo (2009) in their article ‘The reasons for war’ claimed the “bargaining failure” as mainly 
the reason for war. In addition, they explored five reasons for bargaining failure. First, asymmetric information 
about the potential costs and benefits of war. Second, a lack of ability to enforce a bargaining agreement and/or a 
lack of the ability to credibly commit to abide by an agreement. Third, indivisibilities of resources that might 
change hands in a war, so that not all potentially mutually beneficial bargaining agreements are feasible. Fourth, 
agency problems, where the incentives of leaders differ from those of the populations that they represent and 
finally, multilateral interactions where every potential agreement is blocked by some coalition of states or 
constituencies who can derail it.  

 
There are also some scholars such as Geller and Singers (1998) who found that miscalculation and 
misperception are the vital causes of war.   
 
War as social choice 
 
Social choice is considered as ‘the study of collective decision process and procedures’ (Stanford Encyclopedia 
of Philosophy, 2013) It must be understood as a ‘cluster of models and results concerning the aggregation of 
individual inputs, such as votes, preferences, judgments, welfare, into collective outputs, such as collective 
decisions, preferences, judgments and welfare’ (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2013) Wars are 
sometimes supported by masses of initiator countries, because of a feeling of gaining something out of it. Hence, 
war can be generated by social choice. Social choice is defined as ‘the process by which individual preferences 
are aggregated into collective choices through group decision processes such as voting’ (Adam, 2014). 

 
Gaubatz (1995) addresses the numerous problems of drawing conclusions about military intervention as a social 
choice supported by a majority of a given nation in his article ‘Intervention and Intransitivity: Public Opinion, 
Social Choice, and the Use of Military Force Abroad’. He outlined several reasons limiting interpretation of 
opinion polls as social choice approving of military intervention. The first explanation brings up that the general 
public is unable to express a shared majority opinion. Aggregation of public opinion is more often than not 
biased because the public is generally unable to behave in a ‘coherent attitude’. Gaubatz mentions that 
proponents of this argument believe that ‘foreign policy is simply too complex and too remote for most of them 
[individuals of a given nation]. Others argue that incoherence of poll results is due to the difficulty of ‘crafting 
effective polls.’ Proponents of this explanation allude to the sensibility of publics’ answers to sentence 
formulations and wordings used in polls. Although respondents may be well informed and sincere in their 
answers, wordings will affect their answers much more than what is thought at first glance. Gaubatz expounds in 
his words that: ‘Subtle differences can change the way respondents interpret questions, because the words that 
make up questions carry substantive and emotional contexts and provide cues that will bias the reponses’. One 
striking example of the gap between the percentage of American supporting U.S. airstrikes in Bosnia in between 
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Gallup/CNN/USA Today poll which published that 36 percent of respondents approved the use of air strikes 
whereas ABC News poll announced that 65 percent of respondents supported airstrikes. The huge gap between 
the two journals' news was due to the sentence ‘along with its allies in Europe’ of the second poll according to 
Gaubatz. Hence, the context sensitivity of polls is the first problem limiting the generalization of those results 
and interpreting them as sources validating the use of violence as a social choice. The last explanation to polls’ 
incoherences is due to intransitivity. To illustrate the intransitivity problem, Gaubatz takes the example of three 
voters A, B and C, who should decide what is their favorite color between white, gray and white. Each voter has 
a prefered color, a second preferred one and a least preferred one. Even though voters answer genuinely and 
without changing their minds, generalizing results in an aggregate manner to consider those results as a ‘public 
opinion’ would still be difficult. It is so because there is a high probability that if the question: ‘What is your 
favorite color?’ is asked that results would be one third for each color; that if the question asked is ‘Do you 
prefer white or black?’, two thirds will prefer white to black. If similar questions are asked for preferences over 
gray to white and black to gray, the results will again be around two thirds. Gaubatz explains that aggregation of 
theses preferences shows intransitivity and that ‘Following the voting analogy, we would say that there is a cycle 
in this structure of preferences: an attempt to find a social preference by majority vote could get stuck cycling 
through the alternatives indefinitely, since white beats black, and black beats gray, but gray in turn beats white’. 
The same results would happen with aggregation of different opinion polls. Gaubatz unravels that ‘cycles in the 
majority preference lead to a situation where the order in which alternatives are evaluated determines the 
outcome. Indeed, McKelvey has shown that with the right order and with a few quite restrictive assumptions 
about the nature of preference distributions, any alternative can emerge as the social choice’. Thus, the order in 
which alternatives are compared in an absolute sense and the formulation of questions may distort our perception 
of public opinion compared to real opinion of each individual. According to Gaubatz, this is the precise reason 
why aggregations of opinion cannot be considered ‘public opinion’ of the majority of a given nation for the use 
of violence as a foreign policy either for declaration of war or for military intervention.  

 
Some recent examples in which public opinion of engaging in war was mitigated are spelled out by Shany Mor 
(2016) in ‘War and democratic decision making: How do democracies argue and decide whether or not to 
intervene in distant wars?’ is the U.S., the U.K., France and Germany’s intervention in Iraq War in 2002 and 
2003, in Libya War in 2011 and in Syria War in 2013. Mor noticed that public engagement in debate over 
involvement of each country in the Iraq War was the most important. Public opinion was also much more 
divided than in the two other wars. Mor pointed out that the Iraq War was the main topic of op-ed newspapers in 
the four countries mentioned above. Debates dealt with duration and outcome of engaging in war. Public opinion 
results were the following in the four countries: the U.K. and the U.S. voted for war whereas France and 
Germany voted against. Plus, almost anti-Iraq War demonstrations including millions of demonstrators took 
place in Europe and America on the 15th of February 2003. Conversely, such disagreement over war 
engagement or not did not occur for the Libyan and the Syrian War. Disagreement did not occur because such 
debates were not directed towards the general public. Mor reveals that ‘[...] the three countries which led the 
bombing - France, the U.K., and the U.S. - weren’t even really notified that anything more than a ‘no-fly zone’ 
was being implemented’. Here comes another issue of ‘social choice’ in war. In fact, general opinion is often not 
taken into account when political leaders decide to intervene militarily outside of their borders. The Syrian War 
made parliamentary forums about war reappear. Some heated parliament debates both in the U.S. and in the U.K. 
led to the final decision of blocking wars in opposition to previous debates on war occuring in the Commons or 
in the Congress. This forced the U.S. president to pass upon this opposition. Those three cases can make one 
wonder if public opinion or parliament as an opposition to war is sufficient to prevent war. Indeed, this was not 
the case for the Iraq and the Syrian War.  

 
Another reason why it is difficult to consider war as a social choice is that states almost never declare war 
officially nowadays as clarified by Fazal (2012) in her article ‘Why States No Longer Declare War?’. Jus in 
bellos of international laws, or ‘the law of war governing belligerent conduct’, limits states' incentives to 
officially declare war. Indeed, half of wars between states were followed by war declaration whereas during the 
nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century, whereas only three were followed by war 
declaration since 1950. Nowadays international laws disincentivize political leaders to declare war by escalating 
the states’ costs to comply with those laws. Declarations of wars’ costs have risen for two reasons: first, because 
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of the higher bureaucratic costs, such as military training to respect laws of war enacted in jus in bellos and 
second, because strategic costs are also higher, such as weapons which should be unused that states have already 
paid for or refraining from opting for certain military strategies. Also, Allan Dafoe, Jonathan Renshon, and Huth 
noted other costs of jus in bellos, which are liability costs, domestic political costs and reputational costs. In an 
attempt to circumvent international laws jus in bellos, modern states would more likely engage in informal wars. 
In turn, engaging in informal wars makes it harder for the general public to measure its state involvement into 
this war and also to measure possible outcomes since states are a lot less likely to be accountable to international 
laws in informal wars.  
 

 
Conclusion  
 
Many reasons which are used to engage in wars in different conflicts have been presented. Causes of war can 
include misinterpretation or miscalculation, status or reputation, statism, collectivism, altruism, mysticism, 
evasion and many others. Although those causes or reasons may seem rational when one takes into account a 
country's interests, it does not make it reasonable or rational internationally. For this reason, war is mostly 
considered irrational. Even though war is considered mostly irrational, it does not mean that causes of war 
should be left unstudied since there are no patterns to be deciphered in order to prevent further wars. Indeed, the 
more we know about the cause of war, the better able we are to design strategies and policies to reduce its 
likelihood. The study of war remains important for humanitarian and intellectual reasons. Furthermore, we come 
to the conclusion that in practice, war can often not be considered as a social choice. First, aggregation public 
opinion issues are numerous and a small reformulation can change one’s answer in a survey and hence the 
survey’s overall outcome. Second, modern wars are different since 1945 since states no longer declare war. For 
this reason, war is much more disguised than before and less obvious to detect at first glance. Third, examples of 
modern wars have proven that political leaders may easily pass beyond parliaments and public opinion’s 
disagreement to engage in war, such as during the Syrian War or that public debates about war may not take 
place, such as it was the case in the Libyan War. All of those reasons limit the possibility to consider war as a 
social choice approved by a majority of citizens. Political leaders veto power in the military sphere should not be 
underestimated.  
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